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Schools Cyber Security Challenge 3 - Network Security
https://groklearning.com/course/cyber-910-py-networking/

About this activity
The world of cyber security can often be inaccessible to school students. This Challenge aims to
provide students with an authentic and accessible insight into cyber security and some core
concepts in networking and network security.

In this Challenge, students begin with network communications. They progress through
introductory micro:bit activities and learn to send and receive messages using the radio features.
Subsequently, they are introduced to addressing and packet structures, routing and some
important security threats that can be faced by network users.

The key objective of this Challenge is to teach students the basic elements of how networks work
using the micro:bit. The challenge does not assume any prior programming experience. The
programming skills that are taught are in reference to data transmission in networks, and as such,
this Challenge is not a general programming course.

The four modules of this challenge are:
1. Communicating through networks
2. Addressing in a network
3. Routing packets through networks
4. Network security

The learning materials in every module include notes, guided experimentation, programming
activities and problems to test understanding and skills. The video resources are designed both to
teach students about networking concepts, but also to give students a view into what working in
cyber security is really like, and what people working in this field do on a day to day basis.

The people in the videos are all employees of the organisations they represent, and work in a
variety of roles ranging from a security analyst, all the way to the General Manager of a Cyber
Security Operations Centre of large organisations.

Age
This challenge is suitable for students in all years of high school, but has been designed with the
content descriptions and achievement standard of the Australian Curriculum: Digital Technologies
Band 9-10 in mind. Students in later years of high school studying computing will still learn a lot
from the course.

Language
Python  — a general-purpose programming language that is widely used and easy to learn.
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Time
The Challenge is designed to be completed over 6-8 hours.

Key Concepts

Key Concept Coverage

Abstraction The programming solution uses a modular approach that allows specific
details of the chosen networking concept to be separated from the
algorithms used to implement that concept. This means students can
focus on smaller, more manageable aspects of the problem at any given
time.

Digital systems:
networks, security
(ACTDIK034)

Students configure a simple network using simulated hardware
(micro:bits) and can observe packets moving around the network.
Students also have the opportunity to investigate real world network traffic
using WireShark. The Challenge includes discussion of DNS, IP
addresses and routing tables as network concepts and their implications
for security. Although cryptography concepts are addressed much more in
the Cryptography Challenge, students are introduced to key exchange
and the important role it plays in securing network traffic.

Algorithms
(ACTDIP040)

Students create and modify algorithms to send and receive messages
to/from micro:bits, incorporating content on how to test prior to
implementation (debugging output statements e.g. displaying on microbit)

Impact
(ACTDIP042)

Case studies/examples from cybersecurity professionals are embedded
throughout the Challenge, demonstrating some of the common
risks/security concerns in networks, and how these can be
managed/mitigated from an organisational, systems and individual user
perspective. The video content also includes future innovation/work
opportunities in cybersecurity.

Objectives (Content Descriptions)

Digital Technologies

ACTDIK034
Investigate the role of hardware and software in managing, controlling and securing the
movement of and access to data in networked digital systems

ACTDIP040
Design algorithms represented diagrammatically and in structured English and validate
algorithms and programs through tracing and test cases

ACTDIP042

Evaluate critically how student solutions and existing information systems and policies,
take account of future risks and sustainability and provide opportunities for innovation
and enterprise
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What are we learning?
After completing the Challenge, students will be able to:

● Explain how micro:bits can send and receive data using radio transmission
● Write and/or modify simple programs using the microPython programming language
● Recognise that breaking down a problem into smaller steps (decomposition) makes it

easier to solve problems
● Debug algorithms
● Recognise that steps in algorithms need to be accurate and precise
● Recognise that problems can have multiple solutions
● Utilise branching (if) in programs
● Utilise user input in programs triggered by input buttons
● Recognise that free public wifi has inherent security risks
● Recognise the need for communication protocols
● Demonstrate how the structure of data packets facilitate transmission
● Understanding the relationship between an IP address and DNS address
● Explain the need for routers and how routers direct packet data
● Explain why acknowledgements are essential in data transmission
● Implement simple algorithms to demonstrate understanding of packet snooping, DNS

cache poisoning and man in the middle attacks within the context of micro:bit data
transmissions

● Appreciate that cyber security is an evolving field, with the quest to create faster, secure
and more reliable networks

● Gain an appreciation of the skills  (technical and non-technical) required to work in cyber
security

● Gain a deeper understanding of the career opportunities available in cyber security and
related fields

Module outline
The Challenge consists of four modules:

1. Communicating through networks
This module introduces the micro:bit as a tool to implement wireless networks using
the send() and receive() functions. Students understand how to use the LED display
for output, implement delay with the sleep() function and understand the role of the
micro:bit module as its imported into code. Students intercept micro:bit
transmissions to realise some of the vulnerabilities associated with free and public
wifi networks.

2. Addressing in a network
Using the micro:bit buttons, students learn to control the timing of when they send
data transmissions. Addressing specific and targeted micro:bit locations using
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channels shows students the need for a simple data packet protocol so that the
receiver can determine whether the packet was meant for them.

3. Routing packets through networks
In this module, students are introduced to routers as a means of connecting
networks that are physically out of direct connection range. Students understand the
role of routers to forward data packets, and how the limitations of routers may mean
that packets are lost. Students implement acknowledgements in the micro:bit and
create a complete network with sender, router and receiver.

4. Network security
In this module, students examine data transmission rates and how they are
calculated. They look at the OSI model as a means of modelling network layers, and
understand how the concepts studied in modules 1-3 relate to the OSI model.
Students simulate an ethical version of a man-in-the-middle attack where a router is
compromised (either through snooping on messages or redirecting traffic). Finally,
the importance of verifying identity is addressed with a detailed explanation of the
Diffie Hellman algorithm as  a means of exchanging cryptography keys in a secure
manner.

Types of component:

Discussion Worksheet Computer-based Activity

Group Activity Unplugged Activity Video

Animation Reflection Game App

Challenge Introduction — the need for network security

Innovations in network design and technology have resulted in the Internet being embedded into
almost every aspect of our lives. There is a vast quantity of new data being created each day, and
an increasing amount of it has commercial value in the form of personal identity data, financial data
and commercially sensitive/profitable information. The need to secure this is more important than
ever in an era where news stories of data breaches are constant.

One of the principles of  modern organisational cyber security is to build multiple layers of defense,
so that even if one layer is breached, there are subsequent layers of protection that safeguard the
data. These layers of defense not only include system security (such as strong passwords, 2FA,
encryption and secure key exchange), but also physical security (controlling access to buildings,
physical computing resources etc).

This challenge showcases how networks transmit data, and important considerations that security
professionals need to incorporate to safeguard network traffic. Security compromises may happen
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at an individual sender/receiver level or at the router level. A large part of network security is
educating the everyday user about common risks they face and simple steps that can be taken
(such as avoiding free wifi, using HTTPS,keeping firmware up to date) to mitigate these risks.

Analysing packet data is an important technique used by network engineers to not only
troubleshoot network performance, but also monitor for security threats. There are many
components in a data packet, but implementing a simple version of a data packet illustrates a
complex concept in an accessible manner.

The networking concepts implemented in the Challenge through the micro:bit are a simplified
version of real networks, but illustrate the key concepts without the need for a full fledged computer
lab. Every concept explained through the micro:bit has a parallel in real networks (which is usually
highlighted in a video).

New Vocabulary

From Digital Technologies:
Algorithm: A set of rules or step by step instructions to solve a problem or achieve an objective. A
recipe is an example of an algorithm - it sets out what you need and the steps you follow to
combine everything to create your food item(s).

Decomposition: breaking down a problem into smaller parts which can then be dealt with
individually. This allows very complicated problems to be solved by first solving their individual
parts separately and then working out how those individual solutions can be used together.

Branching: Changing the instructions executed by the program based on a certain condition. This
allows you to specify that your program should behave one way in some cases, but a different way
in others. In Python, this is achieved through the use of if statements.

Iteration: Repeating a set of instructions a number of times as part of the program. This allows your
solution to scale to larger amounts of data and is important for generalising your solution to work
for lots of similar problems. In this challenge, a while loop is used for iteration.

Binary: In computing, a means of representing all data using just two values. Often through the
process of converting a numeric value into its binary equivalent using only 0s and 1s.

From networks:

Data packet: a unit of data that is transmitted through networks. It contains different types of
information that is designed to help the transmission be more reliable and secure.

Data transmission: the process whereby a data packet is sent from a source and received at a
destination
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Acknowledgement: the data transmission sent back to the original sender to acknowledge receipt
of a data packet

Encoding: the process of converting data into a format required for processing. The data is
converted from a series of ASCII characters, into their bit representation, and then encoded into
radio waves for transmission.

Router: a hardware device that receives data packets and forwards them between networks

Fibre-optic: a physical network connection medium that uses light waves to transmit data

Ethernet: the technology and protocol that’s used to connect many networks, that specifies how
data packets and frames are to be built and processed

DNS: Domain name system, a mechanism to convert IP addresses to more readable and
user-friendly address locations on the Internet

TCP/IP: The protocol that specifies how data packets are to be addressed, transmitted and
processed

OSI Model: A model that describes the various layers of networks and how data is transmitted
between the different layers

From cyber security:

Cryptography: A way of protecting information and communications by applying an algorithm and
secret code (or key) such that only those for whom the data is intended (and who have the key)
can read or process it.

Key exchange: any method in cryptography by which cryptographic keys are exchanged between
the two parties, allowing the use of a cryptographic algorithm. The Diffie-Helmann algorithm for key
exchange is explained in this Challenge.

Man in the middle attack: a type of cyber attack where the attacker secretly relays and possibly
alters the communications between two parties who believe they are directly communicating with
each other.

Snooping: unauthorised access to another person or entity’s data
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Activity  - Tablets of Stone

Preparation and timing
This activity can be run as an immersion activity for students prior to starting the online modules, or
once students have  commenced the Challenge and have completed Module 1. It will require a
large classroom area where students can walk around and be separated into groups.

There is some preparation required for the teacher to organise  groups and print adequate
numbers of activity cards and tablets.

Overview
Based on the CS Unplugged Tablets of Stone activity and DT Hub Computer Chatter activity,
students will role play how data transmission works in a network.

Through this, students will demonstrate an understanding of the following:
● How does the structure of a data packet assist with transmission?
● What is the role of the sender and receiver?
● What is the role of the router?
● How does a sender know if the packet has been received?
● What can a sender do if a packet has not been received?
● What are some security issues with data transmission in networks?
● What can be done to mitigate the security risk?

Suggested Implementation
A large classroom space is required. Students will play the roles of senders, receivers, routers and
messengers. Unbeknownst to them, the teacher is the spy in this network. The teacher should be
located where messengers must pass by them to move between the sender and the router. A good
layout would be to use adjacent rooms with an external hallway in between.

Unplugged Activity Group Activity

Preparation
1. Print out copies of the tablets and cut them out into individual tablets. Each page has 10

tablets, and each sender (which will be approximately of your class) will need 7-10 tablets
each - more, if their messages are more complicated or as their packet structure evolves to
be more sophisticated.

2. Print out at least 2 sets of the action cards. 1-2 students will be the routers, and each router
will need a set of action cards.

3. The messages on the tablets: each tablet has places for 8 characters or numbers, so you
cannot fit the whole message on one tablet. Students (who are senders) can decide on
some messages to send. The message should not be in plain English and should have
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some security implications if they were stolen/intercepted. If students are having difficulties
thinking of suitable messages, some suggestions are as follows:

○ Credit card numbers
■ 01922019912385769406,12/32, 9898
■ 99999194940482947100,09/29, 9090
■ 95865688201345678954,01/50, 8080

○ Login details
■ josephinebloggs@securemail.com, 2!mgD0.1rdl@+
■ lynettesmith@mail.com, k(1d.!);-1dn.xi
■ alissaturnbull@mymail.com, MN-.dn@!kld83

Activity
1. 1-2 two students in the class are to be chosen to act as routers. The routers will have

specialised tasks (as listed in the action cards).
2. 2-3 students in the class are to be chosen to act as messengers, and will have specialised

tasks.
3. Split up the remaining students in the class  into pairs. Each group will have 1 sender and 1

receiver. Larger groups may have more senders and receivers. Students will need to
remember the other participants in their group.

4. Separate the groups so that all the senders are in one side of the room; and the receivers
are on the other side. If possible, organise students so that senders and receivers cannot
physically see each other (e.g. one senders in a classroom, the receivers in a classroom
across a hallway). The students who are the routers need to be in between senders and
receivers (in the hallway). The messengers are to be grouped separately.

5. Give each group the instructions as follows:
a. Instructions for senders: give them their allocated message (or students can choose

their own messages to write out, as long as it’s somewhat complex, not in plain
English and is data that resembles identity/financial information). Senders to keep a
copy of their message to verify what the receiver received. Students are to write out
their message sequentially on tablets, using ONLY the allocated spaces. When a
messenger comes to them, the sender is to give them ONE tablet at a time to take
to the receiver. The messenger may not know who to give the message to, so
structure it accordingly (they may use the To and From fields on the tablet).

b. Instructions for messengers: messengers are to go to a sender, get a packet and
then go to a router for instructions. They may get one of 4 instructions from the
router:

i. deliver the tablet now - take the packet to the receiver, deliver, and go back
to sender

ii. deliver it after the next one - go back to sender, get next packet, deliver that
one, then deliver first packet

iii. don’t deliver the message - pocket the message/destroy it
iv. deliver this message to the spy - give the message to the spy(teacher)

The messenger should not indicate to sender or receiver whether a
tablet has been delivered, delayed, seen by a spy or destroyed.
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Extension for messengers: The messenger may not know who to give the
message to, but can use the information in a tablet to work out where to
deliver it.

c. Instructions for receivers: to take a tablet at a time from the messenger, and
ultimately put together what the message is.

d. Instructions for routers: to hold up one action card every time a messenger comes
to them. There are 4 possible action cards. Each router should have a set of action
cards and shuffle them when they get through the deck.

6. When all the groups have been given their respective instructions, the transmission activity
can begin.

7. STOP the activity after 4-5 minutes of chaos, and pose the following questions:
● What are some of the issues they are facing?

○ Senders may realise that the messenger is not delivering tablets in order.
○ Receivers may realise that they are getting tablets out of order and don’t

know what to do with the tablets.
○ Messengers may realise they don’t know who to deliver tablets to.

● What could be some possible improvements?
○ Senders to add tablet number to each tablet
○ Sender to complete To/From details to each tablet, which will help the

messenger and the receiver
8. The receivers are to try to put together their messages.
9. The teacher plays the role of the spy and will require lots of extra tablets. Every time

a tablet is delivered to the spy, they take a photo or copy of the tablet. They can then
choose to do one of two things:

- Give the original tablet back to the messenger who proceeds to go back to the router
for instructions

- Copy the original tablet to a new tablet, but change the message slightly and give it
back to the messenger, who proceeds to the router for instructions.

This process is to be kept hidden from all students, and only revealed during the
discussion.

Some other actions by the spy could include:
- Changing the activity cards held by one of the routers so that ALL tablets go through

the spy
- If students add an acknowledgement, have the spy spoof the acknowledgement

making the sender think it was received
10. The transmission activity concludes when:
● senders have no tablets left to transmit
● messengers have no tablets left to send
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Discussion

Questions:

1. How did the senders decide to write out their messages on the tablets? Did anyone use any
space in the tablet to indicate who the message was for? If so, what did that mean for the
number of tablets they needed?
(Some students may have used the To/From placeholders. In real world networks, this data
is included in the data packet and thus means that it leaves less space for the payload. It
also means that more packets are needed to deliver the message.)

2. How did the  messengers know who to deliver the message to?
(Without specific addressing data, the messengers may have delivered the tablet to the
wrong receiver. If the To/From fields were filled out, the messengers are much more likely
to deliver it to the correct destination.)

3. How easy/difficult was it for receivers to reassemble the message?
(if tablets were delivered out of order or not delivered at all, then it becomes a lot more
difficult/impossible to make sense of the message).

4. How did the receiver know the tablet was meant for them?
(if the tablet’s To/From were filled out, the message was likely meant for them. However this
can be compromised by a MITM).

5. How did the senders know if a tablet was delivered?
(they don’t, because there is only one way communication at this point between the sender
and receiver).

6. What improvements can be made so that the sender knows if the tablet was delivered?
(incorporating some sort of return message - ie, an acknowledgement (or ‘ack’) The
implications for this is that the messengers and routers have many more tablets to deal with
- message tablets and ack tablets. This may slow down the system overall.)

7. What improvements can be made so that the sender knows which tablet was delivered or
not delivered?
(including a tablet number on each tablet, and including this in the ack so that the sender
knows which tablet got to the destination).

8. What can the sender do if a tablet is not delivered?
(resend the missing tablet if an ack has not been received within a certain time frame.
Follow up question - do they keep resending forever?)

9. How does the receiver know when the last tablet has been delivered?
(at this stage, the receiver does not know when the last tablet has been delivered. Senders
could include an “end of message” tablet as the very last tablet.

10. How could senders and receivers know that the information had been transmitted securely?
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(they don’t, as neither the routers nor messengers are necessarily trustworthy. The teacher
can now reveal their role as the spy and show the intercepted/modified messages).

11. What can we do to the message itself so that it cannot be read/understood by a spy, even if
they were to see it?
(introduce some sort of secret encryption or encoding technique which is only known by the
sender and receiver, and cannot be easily guessed by the spy. What might this look like?
For more information, refer to the Cyber 2 Challenge. More able students may realise the
need to agree on a technique without that falling into the wrong hands. ).

Parallels with real world networks

(depending on student ability and prior knowledge, some of these could be identified and
elaborated upon by students)

Data transmission in networks happens between senders, receivers and there are intermediary
devices called routers that forward package data. Based on where the data is going, the traffic is
directed accordingly.

Data packets can be delayed or lost for many reasons - there may be errors in the protocol, there
may not be a route from the router to the destination or the traffic may exceed the capacity of the
router to process requests. Given this uncertainty, the packet structure and protocol needs to have
a mechanism whereby there is improved confidence in the reliability of the network.
Acknowledgements are essential, and the protocol can determine what a suitable response is if an
ack isn’t received within a certain time. The sending system can choose to resend the entire
message, just the missing packet or not take any action if it’s a low priority message.

Data packets need information that help with the delivery of the packet - this is known as metadata.
Metadata typically includes sender and receiver addresses (MAC and IP), packet number, total
number of packets, date/time stamps, number of hops, package contents and usually some error
checking mechanism such as checksum or CRC. The more information contained in metadata, the
less space available for the payload and thus a greater number of packets needed for the data
transmission. There is a tradeoff between more metadata to improve reliability of data
transmissions vs the speed/resources needed to send a message.

In terms of security, students will realise that network security cannot always be guaranteed. They
don’t know if the router is compromised and has been either modifying or forwarding messages
elsewhere. By demonstrating an unplugged man in the middle attack, students can see the need
for a way to determine whether the message has been tampered with. A solution may be the
introduction of a secret key that both partners share beforehand, which they apply to each
message and check if its correct. The key could be a sequence of numbers that must appear in a
specific order in the message, and is not part of the message. Thus, the onus is upon the sender
and receiver to ensure that they are using a secure protocol.

If a MITM attack is successful, the message intercepted should be in a format where the spy
cannot interpret it. Cryptographic protocols such as the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol
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provide the basis for more advanced techniques used in modern communications such as RSA
public key encryption.

Connection with Challenge Modules

This activity can serve to introduce basic networking concepts and security issues. The
transmission of “secure” data demonstrates the importance of security and the implications of a
compromised network:

- Capturing sensitive data such as financial information or user credentials, which can then
be used for personal gain by the third party

- Intentionally changing messages being transmitted

The Challenge slides and problems outline the above ideas using the micro:bit to send, receive
messages with routers, and gradually incorporates the security concerns demonstrated in this
activity.

Reflection

Protocols are essential in networking communication. To deal with the vagaries of
unpredictable traffic, data packets must contain information that allow the receiver to make
sense of the incoming packets. Senders need acknowledgements to know whether the
packet was received. Security protocols are needed to protect messages, even if they are
intercepted by attackers.
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